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The stops and affricates are only weakly aspirated or even unaspirated
before vowels, otherwise strongly aspirated, d is like the initial of
child; c is like the initial of German Centrum, approximately like the
first two sounds in tsar or the last two in cats; X is the affricate corre-
spending to i as ^ corresponds to S. ? represents the glottal stop;
* represents a glottal stop pronounced with the pharyngeal passage
narrowed by the retraction of the back of the tongue toward the back
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pharyngeal wall, his h pronounced with the pharyngeal passage thus

constricted. § is like the initial of sheet, Hs a spirantal voiceless Z-sound.

In syllabic final position, mnw y have a voiced murmur-vowel release.

rhnwy are pronounced with glottal attack (a sound like y is sometimes

used in English in a hesitant enunciation of yes),

i and i* have qualities approximately like or between those of the

vowels of hit and heat, e and e * are in quality approximately like the

vowel of met. a and a ' are approximately hke the vowel of father,

and 0' have a quality like that of awe. o and o* have the tongue

position of the vowel of coat and the lip position of the vowel of hoot;

they are not diphthongal, i' e* a- o- o* are long in duration, i e a o o

are short.

There are various timbre changes of vowels induced by particular

consonants, also pseudo-diphthongs due to glides (particularly e-glides

due to q and a-glides due to h and ;). These are reserved for fuller

treatment in the systematic Nootka Grammar which is planned.

In the word, each vowel forms the nucleus of a syllable, and each

syllable has one and only one consonant preceding its nuclear vowel;

the syllable may end in its vowel or the vowel may be followed by one

or more consonants. Thus, syllable division being indicated with a

hyphen: lo'-6aq-sim6 'training for success in trapping', ta-t-ne-'^is

'children', qik-mapt 'wild rhubarb', te-y-^is pet-name form of ta-yi'-ia,

Nootka intonation normally tends slightly upward, the last syllable

in the sentence or phrase being slightly higher than the others. Long
vowels rise slightly in tone in the course of their duration. Over-long

vowels, marked a* * and indicating emphasis, have a falling tone. Thus,

upward-tending intonation is normal and faUing intonation is emphatic.

In the use of native words in English contexts, a simplified spelling

is employed, which attempts to suggest the nearest approximation of

the native pronunciation which can be made without the use of non-

English sounds. Thus, short and long vowels are not distinguished,

glottaUzed and unglottalized consonants alike are represented as simple

w y m n p t k ch ts tlj both glottal stops are omitted, x x h h are repre-

sented as hj k and q are both represented by fc, S and d are represented

by the digraphs sh and ch to conform with ordinary English spelling,

two letters are used for one sound in the case of hi tl ts kw hw for i X c

and labialized gutturals and velars. A few examples of this spelling

are Tsishaath, Maakoa, tlokwana, Sayachapis for biSa^'^aih, rhd^aqo'^af

JiO'k'^a'na, sa-ya^^pis.
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